Magnetic properties of Mn 5 Ge 3 C 0.7 thin films grown by molecular beam epitaxy have been studied. SQUID-VSM measurements and magnetic force microscopy have been used to probe the magnetic state and determine the relevant magnetic parameters. The results are supported by a combination of improved Saito's and Kittel's models. The moderate perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (Q exp = 2Ku µ0M 2 Sat ≈ 0.2) leads to a stripe domain structure for film thicknesses above 28 nm. For thinner films, the magnetization lies in-plane. The uniaxial magnetocrystalline constant has been found to be much weaker than in Mn 5 Ge 3 and is assigned to hybridization effect between the Mn and C atoms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, much attention has been devoted to manganese germanides for their potential applications in spintronics devices. These materials can be directly integrated into the silicon mainstream technologies and represent indeed a new route to develop the beyond complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology. Among them, the Mn 5 Ge 3 compound is particularly promising due to its high crystalline quality and its ability to be epitaxially grown on Ge(111). Theoretically, this heterostructure should permit direct injection of the spin-polarized current by tunnelling from the Mn 5 Ge 3 ferromagnet into the type IV semiconductor. Theoretical 1,2 and experimental 3,4 investigations of its electronic structure have evidenced the presence of spin polarization and a low contribution of surface states around the Fermi level. 5 Recently spin accumulation signals have been measured in Mn 5 Ge 3 / Ge(111) heterostructures.
6,7
The limited Curie temperature (296K) of Mn 5 Ge 3 greatly hinders the use of this material for potential applications. But it has been demonstrated that the presence of carbon into the Mn 5 Ge 3 C x lattice permits to maintain the ferromagnetic order up to nearly 450 K for x = 0.6 − 0.7.
8 Theoretical calculations attribute this behavior to an enhancement of the Mn-Mn interactions mediated by C. 9 As a further benefit, C also improves the thermal structural stability of Mn 5 Ge 3 .
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However, a complete study of the magnetic properties of the C-doped Mn 5 Ge 3 is still lacking. The main purpose of this paper is to investigate both the magnetic a) Electronic mail: michez@cinam.univ-mrs.fr anisotropy and the domain structure of Mn 5 Ge 3 C 0.7 thin films. The sample composition corresponding to x = 0.7 has been chosen as it corresponds to the C concentration maximizing the Curie temperature (T C ). The thickness dependence of the magnetic properties has been proved to be very helpful to characterize the magnetic behavior of thin films with perpendicular anisotropy. 11, 12 In this work, we use magnetometry and magnetic force microscopy (MFM) to investigate the magnetic properties of Mn 5 Ge 3 C 0.7 thin films as a function of thickness. Contrary to Mn 5 Ge 3 , MFM at room-temperature is made possible in Mn 5 Ge 3 C 0.7 by the Curie temperature being much above room temperature. A reorientation of the magnetization in thin Mn 5 Ge 3 C 0.7 films from in-plane to partly out-of-plane has been shown. Above a critical thickness that has been estimated to 28 nm, a stripe domain structure with perpendicular magnetization has been imaged by MFM. The thickness dependence of the stripe period has been fitted with a combination of improved Saito's and Kittel's models, which allows to determine the material constants. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy in C-doped samples is considerably reduced in comparison with Mn 5 Ge 3 .
II. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS
A series of Mn 5 Ge 3 C 0.7 thin films were grown in a molecular beam epitaxy system having a base pressure of around 3 × 10 −10 Torr. Ge(111) substrates were chemically and thermally cleaned prior to the deposition of a 50 nm-thick buffer layer. The solid phase epitaxy (SPE) method was then carried out to fabricate the alloy. This technique consists in co-depositing C and Mn on a Ge(111) substrate at room temperature and in sub-sequently heating at around 450
• C. This annealing process aims at activating interdiffusion and phase nucleation and is stopped when the characteristic surface reconstruction of the Mn 5 Ge 3 phase is detected by in situ RHEED (reflection high-energy electron diffraction) observations. Mn and C deposition rates must be cautiously calibrated to respect the Mn 5 Ge 3 C 0.7 stoichiometry. Fluxes of Ge and Mn that were evaporated using standard effusion cells were measured by a quartz crystal microbalance. Carbon evaporation was carried out using a sublimation source of high-purity pyrolytic graphite; the C concentration was estimated according to the change of Si(001) surface reconstructions from (2×1) to c(4 × 4) upon adsorption of a carbon submonolayer.
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The estimated error is 10%. The SPE technique has been largely used to obtain high-quality crystalline Mn 5 Ge 3 thin films and detailed descriptions of samples preparation can be found in ref. 14 and references therein.
Structural properties of post-grown samples have been investigated using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). In addition, X-ray diffraction (XRD) and reflectivity (XRR) characterizations were carried out using a Panalytical Xpert PRO diffractometer equipped with a copper target with a non-monochromatic K α . The angular resolution is ≈ 0.01
• . Films thicknesses have been confirmed by reflectivity and high resolution crosssectional TEM measurements.
Magnetic properties have been investigated using magnetometry and magnetic force microscopy (MFM). Magnetic hysteresis loops at 15 K and at room temperature and Curie temperatures were measured using a Quantum Design SQUID-VSM. The domain structure of asgrown samples has been investigated using an NT-MDT NTEGRA Aura instrument. Magnetic images have been made in amplitude modulation and monitoring the phase signal, either with the two-pass lift technique, or onepass with a slow feedback and weak interaction with the surface. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the cantilever was in the range 7.5 -20nm, with custom-deposited low-moments tips based on SSS-PPP cantilevers from Nanosensors. Most images were made under atmospheric pressure, while those close to the onset of the stripe structure have been made under a vacuum of 1 Torr to enhance the sensitivity.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Structural analysis X-ray diffraction has been carried out on a series of Mn 5 Ge 3 C 0.7 films with thicknesses ranging between 10 and 55 nm. For the sake of comparison, a 68 nm-thick Mn 5 Ge 3 layer has been characterized alike. Full θ-2θ spectra (not shown here) have been recorded. Apart from the strong substrate reflections, the diffraction lines can be indexed assuming a hexagonal structure just as in Mn 5 Ge 3 . As suggested in previous work, 8, 9 the struc- ture of the C-doped films remains unchanged with an hexagonal unit cell containing two sublattices of Mn (denoted Mn I and Mn II ) with different coordination. The C atoms are likely to occupy the voids at the center of the Mn II octahedron. The X-ray diffractogram shows only the Mn 5 Ge 3 0002 and 0004 reflections. The films are therefore epitaxial and contain no other phases, which means that all the Mn and C have been consumed to form a unique phase. Fig.1 displays the data around Ge 111 and Mn 5 Ge 3 0002 reflections. The peaks are doublets because K α1 and K α2 can not be dissociated as our XRD system is not monochromatized. The presence of C has clearly caused a shift of the Mn 5 Ge 3 0002 reflection towards the higher angles. The lattice parameter along the hexagonal c-axis can be determined from the diffraction lines. It corresponds to the Mn 5 Ge 3 bulk value in the undoped film whereas a 0.9% lattice compression is observed in the Mn 5 Ge 3 C 0.7 films for all the considered thicknesses. Interestingly, similar lattice variations have been observed in Mn 5 Ge 3 C x films grown using different techniques 8, 15, 16 and containing different carbon concentrations. 16 This value accords well to the lattice parameters that have been theoretically calculated in reference 9 in a relaxed Mn 5 Ge 3 C x film. In the thickness range considered in this paper, no additional thicknessdependent strain is observed. The diffraction peaks sharpen with increasing the thickness. Their full width at half maximum (FWHM) has been determined by peak fitting taking into account the two wavelengths K α1 and K α2 . The reduced thickness introduces a peak broadening. While the Scherrer formula yields the correct thickness in the Mn 5 Ge 3 film, the width of the peak in the Cdoped Mn 5 Ge 3 films lightly underestimates the reduced film thickness. This hints at a slight reduction of crystal coherence coming from the C introduction. Although TEM images of C-doped samples (not shown here) re- veal still a good quality crystal, 14,17 the presence of C degrades to some extend the very high crystalline quality by introducing local strain.
B. Magnetic characterizations 1. SQUID-VSM magnetometry
As the magnitude of the Curie temperature (T C ) is directly related to the C concentration, the temperature dependence of the saturation magnetization (M Sat ) has been systematically measured in an applied magnetic field of 1T and compared to the behavior of the Mn 5 Ge 3 C 0.7 film in reference 14. The M-T curves displayed in Fig.2 are overlaid, which demonstrates that all our films contain an equivalent quantity of C as no finitesize effect on Tc are expected for such large thicknesses. The T C has been estimated to be 435 ± 5K, which is in the uncertainty range of the value found in reference 14 for an equivalent film composition. This composition corresponds to the optimal carbon concentration regarding the magnetic properties. Fig.3 shows in-plane and out-of-plane hysteresis curves for 20 nm-, 30 nm-and 55 nm-thick Mn 5 Ge 3 C 0.7 films measured at room temperature. The insets of Fig.3 present the in-plane M-H curves measured at 15 K for Mn 5 Ge 3 and Mn 5 Ge 3 C 0.7 thin films with similar thicknesses. The first major difference between the magnetic properties of the two alloys concerns the saturation magnetization that is lower in the C-doped films. This peculiarity has been already experimentally observed in Cdoped Mn 5 Ge 3 8 and has been theoretically ascribed to the C incorporation: hybridization between the C 2p- and Mn II 3d -states leads to a reduced magnetic moment of Mn II . 9 In addition, the structure relaxation caused by interstitial atoms decrease the interatomic Mn-Mn distances, slightly reducing the magnetic moments.
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The magnetization at saturation has been plotted as a function of thickness in Fig. 4a . The linear behavior of this figure is well described by M 18 a FDL has been formed at the interface between the Ge(111) substrate and the Mn 5 Ge 3 C 0.7 film and its thickness t F DL has been estimated to be (2.0 ± 0.5) nm at 300K and (1.3 ± 0.5) nm at 15 K. This is equal to the value found in Mn 5 Ge 3 within experimental errors.
M eas Sat
18 Al- though no structural gradients are visible on the crosssection high-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) images recorded near the interfaces, 14 the formation of a non ferromagnetic interfacial alloys is probable. A recent study by scanning tunneling microscopy and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy indicates an excess of Ge atoms in the first Mn/Ge layer in Mn 5 Ge 3 films. 19 Our results suggest that C-doping does not reduce this effect. Recently a very-low-temperature epitaxial growth of Mn 5 Ge 3 C 0.7 has been achieved by reactive deposition epitaxy.
16 This new technique should considerably limit segregation and diffusion of Mn at the interface and represent a solution to hamper the FDL formation.
The thickness dependence of the M-H curves in Mn 5 Ge 3 and Mn 5 Ge 3 C 0.7 thin films follows the same trend. A gradual change is observed in the shape of the in-plane hysteresis loops. 18, 20 The saturation field increases with thickness giving rise to a more canted curve. This effect, particularly visible in the Mn 5 Ge 3 epilayer, is assigned to a reorientation of the magnetization in thin films with perpendicular anisotropy. For low thicknesses, the magnetostatic anisotropy forces the magnetization in-plane giving rise to a single domain structure. As the thickness increases, the magnetization is expected to progressively develop locally an out-of-plane component, through a so-called weak stripe structure. 21 However, the critical thickness is different for the two materials. Whereas a stripe domain structure has just been formed in a 20 nm-Mn 5 Ge 3 film, 18 the square inplane M-H curve measured in a Mn 5 Ge 3 C 0.7 layer with an equivalent thickness is characteristic of completely inplane magnetization. As magnetization remains uniform below the critical thickness, the uniaxial anisotropy K u can be determined from the analysis of M-H curves and has been estimated to be (50 ± 10) kJ/m 3 at 300 K and (60 ± 10) kJ/m 3 at 15 K. The values deduced for 30nm-thick films are very similar.
In a magnetic film, the strength of the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) can be expressed as the ratio between the uniaxial anisotropy and the film shape anisotropy, leading to the definition of the quality factor Q = 2Ku µ0M 2
Sat
. For t=20nm, Q exp has been estimated to 0.20 at 300K and 0.16 at 15K. Thin films with moderate Q factor (Q ≤ 1) value present specific magnetic configurations with the existence of a critical thickness above which stripe domains are nucleated. In these structures, the magnetization periodically oscillates out-ofplane and domains are separated by Bloch-type domain walls (DWs). Information about such domains can be obtained from the hysteresis curves. For example, H Closure defined as the magnetic field at the end of the irreversible part of the in-plane hysteresis loop is plotted in Fig.4 as a function of Mn 5 Ge 3 C 0.7 thickness. This value corresponds to the field necessary to align the magnetization within the DWs in the applied field direction. 18 Little variation in this quantity is noticeable for film thicknesses up to 30nm, whereas, above this value, H Closure starts to increase with thickness, along with the onset of canting of the loops. This suggests a modification of the domain structure around 30 nm.
Domain structure studied by MFM
The zero-field magnetic structure of the as-grown samples before applying any external field has been investigated by magnetic force microscopy. For thicknesses smaller than 30 nm, no magnetic contrast could be observed confirming that the magnetization lies in-plane with domain sizes larger than scan sizes. In contrast, as the film thickness exceeds 30 nm, the images presented in Fig.5 display a stripe feature, characteristic of alternated regions with at least partly up and down magnetization. The stripe domain appears spontaneously, as a compromise to decrease the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy by locally tilting magnetization out-of-plane, while closing the flux with alternating up-and-down directions, so as to keep magnetostatic energy moderate. 22 The magnetic configuration consists of a disordered array of stripes with however well-defined widths, the period of the pattern corresponding to two consecutive domains with magnetization pointing upwards (or downwards). This highly branched stripe configuration has been well described in the literature, 23, 24 and is assigned to defects, thermal meandering of domain walls and magneticfield induced strain. The domain structure pattern may also depend on the magnetic history of the film.
12, 25 The labyrinth structure changes to a parallel-stripe structure upon in-plane magnetic saturation and coming back to zero field. The domain period remains unchanged during the process of stripe alignment. The average stripe domain period has been determined through an autocorrelation processing and plotted as a function of increasing thickness from 30 to 55 nm in the bottom panel of Fig.  5 . Both an increase of the period and an enhancement of the magnetic contrast between two consecutive domains with opposite magnetization have been observed. For films with small Q factor (Q < 0.1), the period at nucleation is approximately twice the thickness value. 26 Our data follow relatively well this tendency. In these conditions, the critical thickness below which the magnetization is planar is given by t cr = 2π A/K u . Considering a critical thickness of about 30 nm and the anisotropy constant previously determined, the exchange stiffness in the carbon-doped compound may be estimated to 1.4 pJ/m. This value is greater than the one found in Mn 5 Ge 3 (1 pJ/m), 18 which is consistent with the Curie temperature enhancement.
Theoretical model
A comparison of the magnetic domains characteristics measured by MFM with domain theories is necessary to obtain a good understanding of the domain structure and extract the variation of material parameters with film thickness. For example, in the case of uniaxial thin films, the thickness dependence of the domains period can be well described by a Kittel model, refined to take into account domain walls, which is found to be important for films with thickness comparable to the domain wall width as is the case here.
11,27 Following Kittel's ap-proach, we consider that the magnetization within domains is uniformly out-of-plane and consecutive domains with opposite magnetization directions form a so-called strong-stripe phase. Compared to the Kittel model, in the present calculations (see reference 27 for more details), interactions between both surfaces of the film have been taken into account and a proper description of the magnetostatic energy of domains and Bloch-type domain walls is included. Within the domain walls, the angle of magnetization has been considered to vary linearly with position. Stripe domains have been assumed to be periodic in one direction and infinite and parallel in the other. This assumption is reasonable as the labyrinth structure changes to a parallel-stripe structure when a magnetic field is applied without stripe period modification. While this model is strictly speaking not valid at the onset of weak stripe, it becomes the best relevant for larger thicknesses. The total energy of the system results from a competition between magnetostatic, exchange and anisotropy energies. The total energy (E SS ) in the strong stripe regime can be written under these approximations as:
The analyzes of M-H curves of the carbon doped Mn 5 Ge 3 lead to a moderate value of Q (Q exp = 0.2), which means that below a critical thickness, the magnetization is confined in the sample plane. Yet there is no direct transition between planar magnetization and strong-stripe domain structure. It rather occurs via an intermediate weak-stripe configuration. At the nucleation point (critical thickness for stripe nucleation), the magnetization within domains starts to be tilted out of the homogeneous in-plane direction leading to an alternating small deflection angle (θ) as schematically represented in Fig. 5 . The canting angle θ varies from the maximum deflection angle (θ 0 ) to −θ 0 over half a stripe period. The magnitude of θ 0 continuously increases with the film thickness to finally reach π/2, which defines the strong stripe regime. In order to describe this behavior, we have improved Saito's model 22 by including magnetic interactions between top and bottom surfaces. The total energy (E W S ) in the weak-stripe configuration is now given by:
In equations (1) and (2) the saturation magnetization is denoted as M Sat . A and K u are the exchange stiffness and uniaxial anisotropy constants, respectively. A k and C k are Fourier coefficients describing the film magnetization, where k is an odd number. For each experimental thickness t, numerical minimization with respect to two variables is performed. These are the period d and the wall width δ in the strong stripe regime, and d and θ 0 in the weak stripe regime. Both energies, E SS and E WS , are calculated and the lowest value is retained, which allows us to predict the nature of the magnetic configuration, namely either the weak-or the strong-stripe phase.
The saturation magnetization is set to the experimental value obtained at 300 K (640 kA.m −1 ). On the basis of minimum energy arguments, we have calculated the stripe domain period considering the magnetocrystalline anisotropy and the exchange constants as adjustable parameters. The best fit to the experimental domain period is presented in the bottom panel of Fig. 5 and has lead to a magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant equal to 88 kJ/m 3 and an exchange stiffness (A) equal to 2.4 pJ/m. The micromagnetic coefficients A and K extracted from the modeling of stripes are of the same order of magnitude as those previously extracted, however close to 80% higher for K, and slightly less than double for A. Notice that the ratio A/K is very similar in both cases. This is consistent with the fact that the critical thickness, related to 2π (A/K), is in the two approaches very similar (30nm). While a naive model predicts the slope 2 for the period of stripes versus film thickness, 26 our modeling should predict deviations from this law, both in slope and curvature. From these deviations may the absolute values of A and K be deduced. It is probable that the error bars in our measurements are still too large for a reliable analysis of these deviations. More precise measurements such as with magnetic scattering measurements may be required to go further. 28 Our calculations predict also that a gradual transition from weak to strong magnetic configuration occurs between 28 and 44 nm. Both features are in excellent agreement with the experimental results that show that a small out-of-plane component of the magnetization pointing alternatively upwards and downwards arises around 30 nm. The predicted thickness corresponding to the change between weak-and strongstripe domain structure is t =44nm. However, a complete study of the domain structure with thicker Mn 5 Ge 3 C 0.7 films is still required to confirm this assumption.
IV. CONCLUSION
Using both magnetometric measurements and MFM domain imaging, we have identified the onset of a magnetization reorientation in thin epitaxial Mn 5 Ge 3 C 0.7 films from in-plane to out-of-plane for a critical thickness of the order of 30 nm. Beyond this critical thickness, a stripe domain structure is observed. This is in excellent agreement with the value calculated with our model that predicts a critical thickness of 28 nm. Despite the discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical values of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, its magnitude in both cases is considerably lower than the (450 ± 10) kJ/m 3 reported value for Mn 5 Ge 3 thin films 20 or for bulk Mn 5 Ge 3 .
29 The seemingly minor introduction of C in the Mn 5 Ge 3 lattice substantially impacts the magnetocrystalline anisotropy (K u ). This drastic diminution may come from two sources. A first reduction of K u is probably introduced by the relative compressive stress according to ∆K u = 3 2 λσ where λ and σ are respectively the magnetostriction constant and the stress. Magnetoelastic constant has been measured in bulk monocrystalline samples to be 38 × 10 −6 at 15 K. 30 Considering 0.9% stress and an elastic modulus of 110 GPa, 18 we estimate a decrease of about 60 kJ/m 3 , which is not sufficient to explain the drastic change. The necessary stress yielding to the anisotropy variation would correspond to an unphysically c-axis compression of at least 7%. Unlike in FePt-C where the reduction in K u is attributed to a clear deterioration in the chemical ordering, 31 the crystallographic structure of Mn 5 Ge 3 is barely affected by C incorporation.
The key to understand the change in magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (MAE) probably lies in its origin that has been attributed by Van Vleck 32 to the spinorbit coupling. In a first approximation, we consider the perturbation theory developed for the transition ferromagnetic metals; the uniaxial crystal anisotropy can be roughly estimated to be ξ 2 /W , where ξ is the spin orbit coupling (SOC) and W is the d -band width near the Fermi energy. 33 Band-structure calculations 9 indicate a larger bandwidth especially in the case of Mn II 3d -band, which might partially explain the reduction of K u . However, C-doping is likely to considerably lower the SOC due to hybridization effects between Mn and C atoms. Further investigation by ab initio calculations should be performed to confirm these assumptions.
In summary, we have investigated the magnetic properties of carbon-doped Mn 5 Ge 3 thin films grown by MBE. Whereas the Curie temperature is greatly enhanced by the presence of C, the latter reduces considerably the MAE. This feature is mainly assigned to hybridization effect between the Mn and C atoms. The critical thickness corresponding to the transition from in-plane to outof-plane magnetization is close to the one found in conventional uniaxial system such as Co for example. 34 In other words, the singular character of Mn 5 Ge 3 to form magnetic stripe domains for films as thin as 10 nm 18 vanishes through the introduction of C in the lattice in the favor of a higher Curie temperature.
